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Product ref: SB9M

High Stacking
Polypropylene Chair

From: £43

Quantity Price

1 - 24 £49

25 - 49 £47

50 - 99 £45

100 - 199 £44

200 - £43

Description

This clever chair is serving many customers fabulously, as they had fairly specific requirements. It combines
comfort with stackability, value, style and a definite nod to practicality. It will stack 10 high on the floor or 24 on a
dolley and comes with a stiff, solid, skid base frame. A tough, easy to use welded floor link (not pictured) comes
as standard. The front loading nature of the stacking means they are difficult to stack wrongly. These features all
combine to make it one of our best multi-use space chairs, especially where risk of spillage is high.
The tough, black polypropylene seat and back are made from a similar material as sailing dinghies. The simple
and robust SB9M offer incredible value for money. If you are looking for a contemporary chair which is great value
but strong and wipe cleanable – look no further.
Few chairs offer such a combination of value, quality, style, comfort and versatility. This incredible price includes a
link and floor glides. Our universal chair removal trolley will quickly help move a stack of up to 10 chairs for fast,
efficient stowage. The trolley can then be slipped easily into a cupboard. The chairs stack 10 high on the floor, or
24 on the dolley. Lead-time is just 2 weeks from the date of your order.

Url: https://www.alpha-furnishing.com/product/high-stacking-polypropylene-chair/

Additional information

Weight: 6.5kg
Length: 555mm
Height: 790mm
Stacking: 10 (floor) | 24 (dolley)
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